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To educate the youth of the world to take their productive place as 
leaders in the global community.PURPOSE STATEMENT

CORE VALUES

Taylor’s Education Group (TEG) is a leading education provider in the region, specialising in education from the 
early years to tertiary level.  There are two divisions within the group-Taylor’s Schools and Higher Education.

At Taylor’s Schools, we have a heritage of over six decades, providing education to over 7,000 students from 
more than 60 nations. Our diversity and sharing of expertise has created an outstanding team of educators, who 
continuously improve their skills through our Professional Development Programme. 

Together with their expertise and each school’s unique approach to learning, the outcome has been exceptional. 
Our students have excelled in many ways, testifying to our commitment and quality.

                                                      RESPECTING and caring for each other
Being dedicated to a culture of EXCELLENCE
                               Openness in COMMUNICATION
                                  Acting with INTEGRITY
                                           Being PASSIONATE in what we do
                                      Creating ENJOYABLE environments
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IT’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY THAT 
MATTERS
Still, it is not what we claim but what the experts say that really matters. All Taylor’s Schools have been accredited 
and awarded for excellence in their own outstanding ways.

* Accolades and awards awarded collectively to our schools at time of publication.



GIS - Bringing Out the Best in You Since 1951

Garden International School (GIS) is one of the world’s leading international schools, and one of the oldest 
and most distinguished in Malaysia with a strong academic track record, supported by over 65 years of 
heritage and a thriving alumni network.

16, Jalan Kiara 3, 
Mont Kiara,
50480 Kuala Lumpur

(603) 6209 6888

admissions@gardenschool.
edu.my

gardenschool.edu.my
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GARDEN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

offering the British-based National Curriculum for 
England and Wales with bespoke modifications 
designed to meet the needs of a diverse and 
inclusive international student body.

GIS accepts students of all abilities, from a 
wide range of academic backgrounds - and still 
consistently achieves some of the finest academic 
results and value-added scores in the region.

A belief that a child’s emotional well-
being is as important as their academic 
progress and achievement, a belief which 
is central to the school’s commitment to 
‘Bringing out the Best’ in every child.

Outstanding teaching and learning opportunities 
are complimented by an extensive and broad co-
curricular and sporting programme, with sports 
teams regularly performing at the highest levels.

At GIS, parents are considered learners 
too and benefit from regular educational 
events, workshops, language lessons 
and more.

A ‘THROUGH’ SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN AGED 3-18

LEARNING BEYOND CLASSROOMS

AN INCLUSIVE ADMISSIONS POLICY

A FOCUS ON EMOTIONAL CARE

A HIGHLY SUPPORTIVE AND 
ENGAGED PARENT COMMUNITY

Click here for further 
information on GIS

Our 2019 academic results: 99% pass rate at IGCSE 
(127 students) with 69% A/A* grades AND 100% pass 
rate at A Level with 58% A*/A grades.

HERITAGE OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

https://www.gardenschool.edu.my/
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IT’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
THAT MATTERS



enquiry@nexus.edu.my
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THE NEXUS WAY

NEXUS INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL
Embracing Diversity, Challenging Minds

Nexus International School is a learning focused school empowering learners through the Nexus Way, 
which consists of four elements – Relationships, Inclusion, Innovation and Mindsets. It is the foundation 
and philosophy that reflects in our teachers and learners. The school which also provides boarding, offers 
the International Early Years Curriculum and International Primary Curriculum (IEYC and IPC) leading 
to the IGCSE at secondary level and finally the widely acclaimed International Baccalaureate Diploma 
Programme (IBDP). 

No. 1, Jalan Diplomatik 
3/6, Presint 15, 62050 
Putrajaya, Malaysia

201, Ulu Pandan Rd, 
Singapore 596468

(603) 8889 3868

(+65) 6536 6566

enquiry@nexus.edu.sg

nexus.edu.my

nexus.edu.sg

Malaysia

Singapore

Click here for further 
information on NEXUS

In 2015, Nexus International School Singapore (NISS) was awarded a plot of land at Aljunied by the 
Singapore Economic Development Board amidst stiff competition from many prestigious international 
schools around the world. This flagship campus which spans across 8.9 acres is designed with 21st 
century learners in mind to showcase innovative, world-class, and holistic education. NISS will be 
relocating from its existing site at Ulu Pandan to its new Aljunied campus in January 2020.

https://www.nexus.edu.my/
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(Malaysia & Singapore) (Malaysia & Singapore) (Malaysia & Singapore) (Malaysia & Singapore)

WHY NEXUS?

IT’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY THAT MATTERS

(Singapore)(Malaysia)(Malaysia)(Malaysia) (Malaysia) (Malaysia) (Singapore)
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22, Jalan Anggerik, 
The MINES Resort City, 
43300 Seri Kembangan,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

(603) 8949 5000

admissions@aism.edu.my

aism.edu.my

AISM - Explore, Extend & Excel 

Australian International School Malaysia (AISM) is the most experienced Australian Curriculum provider 
in Malaysia. The curriculum offering, covering Pre-School to Pre-University, is delivered by highly qualified 
and largely expatriate teachers.

The school is established in a secure and green campus of greater Kuala Lumpur and aims to develop 
and cultivate leaders of tomorrow through a holistic learning experience that culminates with the Higher 
School Certificate (HSC), a globally recognised Pre-University qualification.

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL MALAYSIA

WHY AISM?

THE MOST EXPERIENCED AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM PROVIDER IN MALAYSIA

CULTIVATING THE LEADERS OF TOMORROW 
THROUGH A HOLISTIC LEARNING

EXPERIENCE

PATHWAY TO UNIVERSITIES 
AROUND THE WORLD

Click here for further 
information on AISM

HSC - A GLOBALLY 
RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION

85% AUSTRALIAN & EXPAT TEACHERS 
WORKING COLLABORATIVELY

SECURE AND GREEN CAMPUS FOR PRE-SCHOOL 
TO PRE-UNIVERSITY

https://www.aism.edu.my/
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IT’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY THAT MATTERS

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM, SUPPORTED BY VISIBLE LEARNING
The Australian Curriculum is as much about what is taught as what is not taught, because our 
students are empowered with the freedom to think creatively, critically question and voice 
their opinions. Our proven, researched-based teaching and learning approach has the greatest 
impact on learning outcomes. AISM is the first accredited Visible Learning School in the World.

STRONG COMMUNITY, BIG OPPORTUNITIES
Our strong community deepens relationships, enhances student learning opportunities and allows them to 
explore, extend and excel. Our strength is in the closeness of our community and all that it provides, small class 
sizes and in-depth knowledge of our students.

A MINDFUL SCHOOL
Designed to improve student focus, to be present in the moment and to perform at their personal best. Members 
of our school community learn strategies to manage stress and regulate emotions, developing a positive outlook 
and disposition for life.

LEADERSHIP IN A CHANGING WORLD
In an uncertain world, leadership skills are vital. We believe this should be a key focus for young people. Our 
students live and work in an environment that encourages them to lead across the school community. Multiple 
opportunities to lead are offered both formally and informally.
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TIS - Raise Them Ready
Taylor’s International Schools (TIS) are exceptional neighbourhood international 
curriculum schools that offer quality yet affordable international education. The schools 
provide global learning experiences for children from age 4 (Early Years) to age 16
 (Secondary) based on the highly valued British curriculum.

TIS continues Taylor’s fine tradition of developing the nation’s youth into well- rounded and 
purposeful leaders, ready to take their productive place in the global community.

No 9, Jalan 1/75C, Off Jalan Pria, 
Taman Maluri, 55100 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

No.1, Jln BP 14/7, Bandar Bukit 
Puchong 2, 47120 Puchong, 
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia 

(603) 9200 9898

(603) 5879 5000 

admissions@kl.tis.edu.my

admissions@pc.tis.edu.my

tis.edu.my/kl

tis.edu.my/pc

Kuala Lumpur Campus

Puchong Campus

TAYLOR’S INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Click here for further 
information on TIS

LEARNING WITH QUANTUM LEARNING: At TIS, learning is joyful, meaningful and challenging. The teachers have 
adopted the Quantum Learning system – a research-based educational methodology that integrates the best 
teaching and learning practices to improve student outcomes.

SOFT SKILLS AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT: TIS emphasises character building, grounded in the best of 
Eastern and Western values. TIS equips students with the soft skills that are essential for the future workforce.

DISTINGUISHED STUDENT OUTCOMES: At TIS, students develop valuable attributes to prepare them
for the possibilities of tomorrow.

EXCELLENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: TIS offers a great learning atmosphere and
environment with world-class facilities. The Puchong Campus won the FIABCI Award
for its outstanding purpose-built architectural design for education. 

TIS IMPACTFUL LEARNING

IT’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY THAT MATTERS

(Puchong)

https://www.tis.edu.my/
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WHY TIS?

AT A GLANCE

 
 

 

Taylor’s Heritage 
of Excellence

Impactful Learning with 
Quantum Learning

Best of Eastern & 
Western Values

World-class Learning 
Environment

Easy Access with 
2 campuses

Seamless Education 
Progression within 

Taylor’s Education Group



school.taylors.edu.my


